**Boardroom**
YAI-1 Conference Ensemble
Executive Elite™ Wireless Microphone System
Elite Wired Microphones

**Large Conference Room**
YAI-1 Conference Ensemble
Executive Elite™ Wireless Microphone System
YVC-1000 Speakerphone
FLX UC 1500 Conference Phone

**Small to Medium Conference Room**
FLX UC Conference Phones
FLX 2 Wireless Conference Phone
YVC-300 Conference Phone
YVC-1000 Speakerphone

**Multipurpose Room**
Executive Elite™ Wireless Microphone System
YVC-1000 Speakerphone

**Huddle Room**
CS-700 Video Sound Collaboration System
FLX UC 500 Conference Phone
FLX UC 1000 Conference Phone
YVC-300 Conference Phone
YVC-200 Speakerphone

**Executive Office**
FLX UC 500 Conference Phone
FLX 2 Wireless Conference Phone

**Auditorium**
Executive Elite™ 2-Channel Wireless Microphone System
HD Single/Dual/Venue Wireless Microphone System

**Classroom/Training Room**
HD Single/Dual/Venue Wireless Microphone System
YVC-1000 Speakerphone

**On The Go**
YVC-200 Speakerphone
IDEAL FOR
- Huddle rooms
- Small conference rooms

KEY BENEFITS
- Wall-mounted all-in-one system
- Super wide-angle camera to capture everybody in small rooms
- Beamforming microphone array
- Audio sound bar
- Remote configuration and management via network
- Simple to install and use

MODELS
- CS-700AV (AV only)
- CS-700SP (AV with SIP interface) and SIP interface

Video and sound huddle room collaboration solution with USB, Bluetooth® and SIP capabilities
- Fulfills video, audio, and screen sharing requirements in one simple, wall-mounted system addressing all communication and collaboration requirements of the huddle room.
- Industry-leading camera with 120 degree viewing angle, allows viewing of all participants at all times, even in small rooms with no panning or zooming. Just set it and forget it.
- Beam-forming microphone array and four speaker sound bar ensures that every word spoken is delivered intelligibly.
- Supports business communication applications typically found in business environments like Microsoft Skype for Business, Google Chromebox for Meetings, BlueJeans, Zoom, GotoConference, Vidyo and others.
- Easy configuration and management of all systems is possible from a remote location simply using a web browser. The integrated provisioning-server interface allows roll out of large number of units with minimal configuration effort.
Yamaha YVC-200

Personal USB + Bluetooth Speakerphone
Personal USB & Bluetooth® speakerphone for enhanced audio quality on the go

• Multiple connection options to laptop, phone or tablet by USB, Bluetooth or NFC
• Connect and collaborate easily to your preferred conference application
• Power through rechargeable battery for complete portability up to 10 hours or longer through USB connection
• Headphone plug for private listening
• Listen to music in between calls
• Yamaha’s professional quality DSPs (Adaptive Echo Cancellation and super-wideband audio)

IDEAL FOR
• Home offices
• Travel
• BYOD
• Huddle rooms
• Open work spaces
• Remote Collaboration

KEY BENEFITS
• Easy connection for collaboration anytime, anywhere
• Portable design for professional-quality, remote conversations

Available in black and white
Yamaha YVC-300

Portable USB + Bluetooth Conference Phone
Portable USB & Bluetooth® conference phone for use in huddle spaces and small conference rooms

- USB, Bluetooth and audio in/out connection interfaces
- Calls placed simultaneously over multiple connection interfaces bridge into a single call
- Conveniently powered by USB
- Perfect BYOD phone for use in unequipped conferencing spaces

**IDEAL FOR**
- Huddle rooms
- Small conference rooms
- Touchdown spaces

**KEY BENEFITS**
- Portable, lightweight design
- Optimized for small group conferencing
- Perfect for open collaboration spaces
USB + Bluetooth Speakerphone
USB conference phone for computer-based audio and video conferencing with Bluetooth® capability

- Separate microphone and speaker unit allows speaker to be placed close to a video display and microphone to remain in the center of the table
- Up to five microphones can be daisy-chained together to accommodate rooms with special table configurations, such as a horseshoe setup
- Bridge calls from a smartphone connected by Bluetooth to calls from a video conferencing unit or a computer-based conferencing application connected by USB
- Auto-tuning function detects and monitors the acoustics of the environment to optimize sound processing, which is especially useful after changing a room’s configuration and microphone placement
- Yamaha YVC-1000MS brings Skype for Business to life for large meeting spaces

IDEAL FOR
- Medium conference rooms
- Large conference rooms
- Classrooms and training rooms
- Multi-purpose rooms

KEY BENEFITS
- Better audio for computer-based conferencing
- Easy to install and use
- Unlocks full audio capabilities of unified communications solutions
Revolabs FLX UC 500

USB Conference Phone
USB conference phone for computer-based audio and video conferencing

• Realistic sound and easy to understand conversations; ultra-wideband audio supports frequencies across the full range of human speech

• Two element speaker design improves the quality and volume of sound over a single speaker design

• Four microphones provide full 360° sound pickup and signal processing suppresses background noise

• Integrated control with all major UC soft clients (volume, mute, on/off hook)

• Simultaneous audio capture and play back (full duplex) allows multiple people to speak at once and still be heard

• Unlocks the ultra-wideband audio capabilities available in leading unified communications solutions

IDEAL FOR
• Huddle rooms
• Small to medium conference rooms
• Executive and home offices

KEY BENEFITS
• Better audio for computer-based conferencing
• Easy to install and use
• Unlocks full audio capabilities of unified communications solutions

Available in black and white
Revolabs FLX UC 1000 / 1500

USB + VoIP Conference Phone
USB + VoIP conference phone for computer-based audio and video conferencing and traditional IP conferencing in a single device

- Bridges IP and USB calls into a single conference
- Realistic sound and easy to understand conversations; ultra-wideband audio supports frequencies across the full range of human speech
- Two element speaker design improves the quality and volume of sound compared to phones with a single element speaker
- Four microphones provide full 360° sound pickup and signal processing suppresses background noise
- Integrated control with all major UC soft clients (volume, mute, on/off hook)
- SIP compatible and integrates with all market-leading call manager environments
- Simultaneous audio capture and play back (full duplex) allows multiple people to speak at once and still be heard
- Unlocks the ultra-wideband audio capabilities available in leading unified communications solutions
- Power over Ethernet (PoE) eliminates extra wires; optional power injector available

IDEAL FOR
- Huddle rooms
- Small to large conference rooms

KEY BENEFITS
- Single device for both USB and VoIP communications
- Better audio for computer-based and SIP conferencing
- Easy to install and use
- Unlocks full audio capabilities of unified communications solutions
Wireless Conference Phone

Revolabs FLX 2
IDEAL FOR

- Small conference rooms
- Executive offices

KEY BENEFITS

- Wireless freedom in a conference phone
- Flexible placement of microphones and speakers

MODELS

- VoIP with 1 speaker
- VoIP with 2 speakers
- Analog with 1 speaker
- Analog with 2 speakers

MICROPHONES

- Wearable lapel
- Omnidirectional tabletop
- Directional tabletop

The world’s first wireless conference phone

- Modular design allows complete flexibility for placement of microphones, speaker and dialer from one meeting to the next
- Turn a smartphone call into a conference call by connecting over Bluetooth
- Wireless dialer serves as handset for dialing and taking private calls
- Connect video conferencing units and personal computers using audio in/out ports
- Bridge calls from an IP PBX or a smartphone connected with Bluetooth to calls from a video conferencing unit or a computer-based UC client
- Mix and match any two microphones
- 8 hours talk time
Yamaha YAI-1

Conference Ensemble
Bring superior sound to your large conference room or boardroom with the YAI-1 Conference Ensemble

- A professional USB audio solution that works straight out of the box using network wiring – no audio processing skills or AV expertise needed
- Setup is easy: the system arrives pre-programmed, with microphones already paired, and the USB connection works with your existing conferencing system and standard network wires
- All of the components that you’ll need are included in the bundle, from microphones to cables, along with easy-to-follow instructions that guide you through installation
- Featuring the Executive Elite wireless system and microphones, along with the Yamaha MRX7-D DSP processor, it’s a flexible solution for a wide variety of conferencing applications.

Solution includes:
- Revolabs Executive Elite 8-Channel Wireless Microphone System
- 8 Elite Wireless Microphones
- Yamaha MRX7-D DSP
- 2 VXL1-16 POE line speakers (black or white options)
- Dante AVIO USB Adapter
- Yamaha SWR2100P-5G L2 network switch with PoE
- Yamaha DCP1V4S Volume Wall Mount Controller

IDEAL FOR
- Boardrooms
- Large conference rooms

KEY BENEFITS
- Pre-configured and installed firmware and software
- All cables, connectors and wiring included

MODELS
- YAI-1 Boardroom (8 gooseneck microphones)
- YAI-1 Conference (7 directional microphones & 1 wearable microphone)
Revolabs Executive Elite™

Wireless Microphone System
Wireless microphone system for installed audio and video conferencing

- Separate antenna and processor for the widest variety of installation options
- Local and remote management for flexible and convenient administration
- Mix and match any combination of wearable, gooseneck and tabletop microphones
- Easy integration with other room components; 4 & 8 channel support analog and digital audio (AVB)
- 256-bit AES encryption with automatic rekeying every few minutes keeps the signal secure from eavesdropping
- Tabletop and gooseneck microphones have 20 hours talk time, 72 hours standby time using standard, field replaceable AA rechargeable batteries; wearable microphones and adapters have 8 hours talk time
- Automatic firmware synchronization that matches microphone and base unit firmware for hassle-free maintenance
- Combine multiple systems for a large number of microphones in one space – up to 44 in Americas; up to 76 in Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia (4 & 8 channel)

IDEAL FOR
- Boardrooms
- Multipurpose rooms
- Large conference rooms
- Auditorium
- Lecture Hall

KEY BENEFITS
- Flexible installation
- Remote management
- Advanced security

MODELS
- 2-channel
- 4-channel
- 8-channel

MICROPHONES
- Wearable lapel
- Directional tabletop
- Omnidirectional tabletop
- 6-inch gooseneck
- 12-inch gooseneck
- XLR adapter
- TA4 (mini XLR) adapter
Revolabs HD Single/Dual/Venue

Wireless Microphone System
Wireless microphone system for lecture rooms and conference spaces requiring a small number of microphones

- Use for voice amplification/reinforcement and lecture capture
- Use with video conferencing systems and on video carts
- Wideband audio picks up frequencies across the full range of human voice for clear, intelligible reproduction of speech
- Control audio options using switches to select output, line and microphone levels
- Mix microphone channels on multi-channel systems in the base unit or manage channels independently
- 128-bit encryption prevents unwanted people from being able to listen in
- 8 hours talk time, 2 hours charge time

**IDEAL FOR**
- Auditoriums
- Classrooms and training rooms

**KEY BENEFITS**
- Clear, intelligible sound
- Freedom to move around the room without wires
- Choice of plug-and-play or rackmount installation

**MODELS**
- HD Single 1-channel
- HD Dual 2-channel
- HD Venue 2-channel (rackmount)

**MICROPHONES**
- Wearable lapel
- Directional tabletop
- Omnidirectional tabletop
- Countryman adapter
- XLR adapter